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Technician’s service price list of the company 

CECHO - BOHUMIL CEMPÍREK s.r.o., in effect since 1.4.2023 

   

 

Basic service: 

Freightage – basic rate for 1 km 1,20 € 

Time of work of the technicians at Customer’s plant (repairs, maintenance and 
others), applies for working days. 

50,-€/hour 

Time of work of the technicians in CECHO plant (repairs, modifications and others) 40,-€/hour 

Extra pay for overtime work service technician during repair lasting more than 8 
hours/day. 

+25% to the rate of the 
charge (€/hour) 

Lodging fee According to real costs 

Operator and Maintenance training – at Cecho facility* 420 € 

Operator and Maintenance training – at customer’s facility** 840 € (+ freightage) 

All prices are without VAT. 

* Training is for up to 4 persons. 

**Training is for up to 8 persons. 

Company CECHO - BOHUMIL CEMPÍREK s.r.o. provides services exclusively on the basis of a written order from 

customers. For achieving greater flexibility, customer may expose an open order with limited duration to a 

current operational character of the repairs in the beginning of the calendar year, e.g. yearly. Service 

maintenance will be invoiced continually according on the achieved extents of the current price list and rates 

applicable to the period. 

CECHO - BOHUMIL CEMPÍREK s.r.o. reserve the right to temporary suspension of the service if the customer 

service is in arrears with its obligations towards suppliers overdue. 

Service intervention request must contain brief information on the character of the fault, the type and serial 

number of the machine. Address for sending orders: CECHO - BOHUMIL CEMPÍREK s.r.o., Polnička 309, 591 02 

Žďár nad Sázavou, email: servis@cecho.cz 

Conditions for the spare parts orders: A supply of the spare parts provides the company CECHO - BOHUMIL 

CEMPÍREK s.r.o. exclusively on the basis of the written order from the customer, sent to the e-mail address 

above. 

Orders must include outside the normal requirements strict technical specifications of the spare parts; order 

number according to the manual, type of the machine, including the serial number of the machine and the 

desired mode of transportation (courier service, personal consumption, etc.). If expess transport is requested 

(delivery in 2 working days if ordered until 10 am) it is necessarry to state this in the order. 

 

Bohumil Cempírek 

executive director CECHO - BOHUMIL CEMPÍREK s.r.o.  
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